September 13, 2022
Dear Member of Congress:
We, the undersigned individuals and organizations, oppose the inaccurately named Freight Rail Shipping
Fair Market Act. It will cause significant harm to our nation’s world-class freight railroads, disrupt supply
chains, and raise prices for American households.
The bill amounts to a reregulation of freight rail, undoing many of the benefits of the Carter-era Staggers
Act (1980) that allowed freight railroads to invest in their businesses and build the excellent network we
have today. The bill directs the Surface Transportation Board to micromanage contractual arrangements
between railroads and their customers, which will significantly increase bureaucracy and lead to endless
rail dispute adjudications by the board, precisely the activity that the Staggers Act was designed to
prevent.
As an example, the bill gives the board “emergency powers” aimed at clearing bottlenecks in rail
operations. Precisely what the board is supposed to do with these powers is unclear besides being able
to “require” such things as additional capacity through building more track. Yet the railroads will still
have to go through lengthy permitting processes to do so. In the real world, there is no bureaucratic
magic wand that will clear bottlenecks, so involving the board in every such situation is in fact likely to
lead to greater inefficiencies and delays (the opposite of the bill’s purported intent).
The bill also directs the board to increase competition through increased common carrier obligations.
Once again, this is likely to involve the board in settling more disputes through micromanaging industry
operations, up to and including deciding how many customer service representatives are appropriate.
This is, as the saying goes, no way to run a railroad.
Finally, the bill imposes de facto price controls on any contract where prices may rise, preventing
railroads from reacting to changed market conditions the way all businesses do, and unfairly directs the
board to penalize railroads for attempting to recover costs caused by increased fuel prices. Such
practices have always led to degraded service and less investment wherever and whenever they have
been applied.
In short, the bill substitutes bureaucratic whim for free market negotiation. That is a recipe for disaster.
On top of all this, the legislation is at odds with the stated goal of the board chairman in that it
unnecessarily politicizes negotiations between all parties. As STB Chairman Martin Oberman told a trade
association in August, “We don’t have, fortunately, on the board the kind of polarization and tribalism
that you see too much in Washington. I am determined to keep that from happening on the board.”
We encourage all lawmakers to oppose this bill.
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